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What You Can Do 
With OpCon

Overview
As a cross-platform and cross-application IT solution, OpCon integrates and automates 
your business, giving you a single point-of-control. With OpCon, you 
can eliminate manual tasks and manage workloads across business-critical 
operations to help you and your staff save time and money, reduce risk, 
enhance operational efficiency, and improve customer service.

How Can You Accelerate Your Digital 
Transformation and Business Growth with OpCon

Core Processing/ERP
Orchestrate critical operational processes inside and outside your 
core/ERP across disparate business systems and applications.

Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity
Enable self-healing routines to keep operations running during 
unplanned system interruptions or outage.

BI and Date Warehousing
Manage ELT processes in a repeatable way to ensure data is 
processed and analyzed efficiently and accurately.

Infrastructure Management
Manage siloed technologies from legacy systems to cloud, 
virtualization, and IoT.

Security and Compliance
Manage role-based privileges and automatically log all actions 
to meet compliance requirements.

IT Processes
Automate repetitive IT tasks such as the provisioning and 
deployment of new systems, monitoring and maintenance of 
existing systems, and reporting and analysis of data. 



Key Features
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Batch file automation

Automate system 
updates

70+ integrations

Automate document 
imaging and storage

Manage cross-
platform processes

Self-service buttons for 
OpCon admins or staff 
in other business units

Audits and logs

File transfers

Store custom scripts 
and manage versioning

Automate SLA 
management

Integrate scripts of 
any language

Event-driven job 
scheduling

The sooner you start automating with OpCon, the faster you can see savings 
and get time back. The return on investment begins almost immediately. 
Implementing OpCon shortens the list of processes your staff must do and 
converts your IT center from a cost center to an ROI machine. 

Hundreds of financial institutions are saving over $375,000 on average every 
year by using OpCon to its full potential across their organization*. There's 
no limit to how much time and effort you can save other departments and 
yours with OpCon.

*Based on conservative internal calculations by SMA Technologies for OpCon customers that automate at a pace of 105 seconds 
per task (i.e., 30 seconds to key a manual task, 60-second wait time between tasks, and 15 seconds to verify successful completion 
of the previous task) at a rate of $34.85 per hour (i.e., average hourly rate for a full-time employee assuming no premium pay for 
overtime, holidays, nights, or weekends). These calculations don’t include any expenses for errors, re-processing, or other manual 
operations-related items.

The Price of Not Automating




